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HYPOTHETICAL

Choose one, my daughter says, you must choose
between being peed on and falling off a cliff. I refuse
to play along and her ten-year-old insistence
won’t let it be. You must choose. You must—
it’s the game. She sits, patiently, skin flushed from the sun
and a lifetime left to wait for my answer. I simply can’t.
I choose well, but only when the moment exists
and the hypothetical never does. The real thing
is never that horrifying or mundane. No,
the big choices are like the name of the game—think fast—
and I’ve learned not to second guess after each round.
I forget those moments and remember instead ants
trailing the sand in loops; one ant pushing a grain
that looks like quartz. The patterns in hospital linoleum,
fractured and unnaturally green. The stripes headlights make
through venetian blinds at three a.m. when it’s not him.
The ridges on the doctor’s face before he turns to the door,
after he says everything’s going to be fine. I focus on a small bead
of sweat as it tumbles down the slope of his nose. Things like that.
The events behind the images are like shorthand, never as real.
The Cuban Missile Crisis. Hearing my brother is going to die
before he’s five. The surprise when my husband is late, not dead.
The words cancer and you in the same sentence. Think fast.
FOUR DRUNKENNESSES

Drunkenness of Li Po. He splashed face-first
into the reflected face he so loved—Pretty Moon

Drunkenness of Pretty Moon. She loved the water
Lonely Lake—whose eyes melted in her presence

Drunkenness of Lonely Lake. His love note to Moon
purple carp delivered—down to Mud and Leaves

Drunkenness of Mud and Leaves. She embraced
in her bed at the dark lake bottom—poor Li Po
WAYWARD

Wandering from town to town
on simple roads

down the green mountain
along the amber river

forest dripping with spring snow
field crackling with autumn husks

at every house and in each new handshake
faithless and alone—I meet Basho
HAIL MUSIC

The hail made a kind of music we danced to. Sometimes a swing tune, other times pop songs. None of us wanted it to end, as we learned new dances, ways to gyrate our skinny bodies. We didn’t fear its pounding, or the storm’s movement over the suburbs. Our roof was strong.

The trees would stand still like stone statues. The only thing left to do was sing, to tell clouds we were happy with disaster, loved crashing ice. Our parents had different opinions. They didn’t understand this music, begging us to come in to the basement, immerse ourselves in tents and sleeping bags. No reason to feed lives to destruction that wouldn’t appreciate them. In the end we obeyed them, left our fun.

The wind died down, leaving only small breezes and dear pieces of hail. We tasted them.
SAN BERDOO

at the toll bridge over the Inland Sea
you pass the time amicably
reaching into the pocket of your jacket
or the glove compartment
or in the various niches surrounding one behind the wheel
for the elusive coin that will bid the fellow
let you pass entirely unmolested
bid is good and there's the bridge motif
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